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Introduction

This chapter illustrates the performance of state power at two border
checkpoints in the triangle between South Sudan, Uganda, and the Demo-

cratic Republic of Congo (DRC), using two situations related to ropes hung
across the road in Kaya and Bazi in Morobo County.' The ropes constituted

southern Sudan's checkpoints with neighboring DRC and Uganda in Bazi
and Kaya, respectively.

A rope is arguably the most important symbolic element of a checkpoint
as it is the visible demonstration of an authority that preserves the right
to let people, vehicles, and goods proceed (or not) into the country. Even
without the presence of state agents, the rope manifests power and suggests
control. Practically, it has an important task in blocking the free passage of
cars, motorbikes, and trucks. Across southern Sudan many ropes, pieces of
wood, and other removable obstacles served as checkpoint barriers-and continue to do so in South Sudan since independence in July 2011. However, in
Morobo County, the numbers of rope checkpoints decreased after the arrival
of the new County Commissioner in early 2009. He ordered the nullification of all local checkpoints that used to be enforced by local policemen in

the county. By 2010 the only two checkpoints that were still operational in
county were the ones at the two border crossings with Uganda and DRC.

Further, using the practice of rope checkpoints as an example, this chapter
shows how a multitude of government agencies and various representatives of
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state agencies operated on the fringes of southern Sudan's territory, performing their tasks in relation to, and occasionally in competition with, other
offices, agencies, or levels of government. These practices have continued
since independence, although the example given here focuses on the period
of the Comprehensive Peace Agreement (CPA), a period of rapid change in
the politlcal-administrative reality of southern Sudan. At the border, resources
were mobilized and revenue was generated through the performance of the
state. These were then subject to the positioning and negotiation of state

agents at various levels of government. The numerous "indeterminacies" and
the need for "skuadonal adjustments"2 created an environment in which
individual and collective interests were under constant negotiation.

The chapter starts with a description of two "social situations"3 aiming
to demonstrate competition between the local and the central government,
but also within "deconcentrated"4 agencies of the Government of southern
Sudan (GoSS)-the autonomous government in place during the Interim

Period of the CPA-that operated in different border villages but competed
internally. The everyday functioning of customs services provides an example
of such internal competition and indeterminate government agency behavior.
These decentralized agencies invented rules, institutions, and positions, thus
creating diversified ways In which the everyday performance of power fed
the process of state-building. The chapter argues that these indeterminacies
created an environment in which entrepreneurial state agents and others
operating in the same "force field" find opportunities to obtain resources.
Following the economic boom after the signing of the CPA, the border

town Kaya provided a scene of institutional multiplicity par excellence, with
new opportunities for agents representing the central government, GoSS, in

Juba. Having liberated the area and its main town Yei in 1997, the guerrillas of the Sudan People's Liberation Movement/Army (SPLM/A) established
checkpoints in Kaya at the border with Uganda and neighboring Bazi, ten
miles from Kaya but bordering the DRC.5 Between the liberation of the
area and the signing of the CPA, the "guerrilla government" system of the
SPLM/A, also known as New Sudan, started to govern the area. They developed a book of tariffs, levied taxes, and developed and enforced acts, meaning
that SPLM/A governance of the area was, although rudimentary, established
before 2005."

With the CPA, these institutions entered a process ofregularizarion. The

laws and agencies of the New Sudan, designed by the SPLM/A secretariat
in Yei during the war, had to merge with the systems in place in garrison
towns like Juba that had been under control of the Khartoum government.'

These mixed Khartoum government and SPLM/A institutions, which date
from various periods in southern Sudanese history and were effective in

different regions of the territory, had to be slowly consolidated to form
new GoSS agencies during the Interim Period. Individuals performing the

powers of these state agencies were also affected by such adjustments, for
instance, when ranks and positions in the police were reassessed. A highly
fluid institutional landscape emerged, making it difficult for both government insiders and outsiders to know which organizations were supposed to
carry out what type of responsibilities. Simultaneously, these negotiations and
contesradons had an impact on the process ofstate-building because of their
"structuring"8 effect.
The practices and performance of state agents are perceived as integral to
the state-building process-effectively giving the state its structure regardless
of whether the agents' actions are supported by "official" state laws and institutions. Such a fluid institutional landscape is understood as a "force field,'
a term used by Nuijten "to refer to more structural forms of power relations.
Force fields cohere around certain problems and resources and lead to forms
of ordering in which socio-political categories with differing positions and
interests define themselves."9 One of the characteristics of force fields is their

rule-making capacity, which leads to the transformation of power dynamlcs. Moreover, force fields are fluid entities that are not spatially bound but

negotiated in the (local) context.
The old logic of the guerrilla government shared by many of the state

agents even during the Interim Period of the CPA was thus effectively put to
use in the new situation of economic opportunity, combining pre-CPA institutions with newly designed GoSS powers after 2005. Resulting from this
were numerous indeterminacies in these formal powers that facilitated fluidity

and nego liability, and were convenient to the people operating in the system.
Simultaneously, the importance of the SPLM/A's wartime logic of authority
structures was reaffirmed as integral to the southern Sudanese state-building
process.

The Performance of Power

Kaya and Bazi are about ten miles apart. Kaya borders with Uganda and is
vibrant with commercial opportunities: A lively village with plenty of hotels,

shops, and money exchangers, and most Importantly a lot of offices representing the GoSS at the border. Bazi lies at the border with DRC, ten miles
down on the road toward Yei. The dynamics in the village are in stark con-

trast to Kaya. Bazi's checkpoint with the Congolese border registers little trade
and transport coming from DRC, due to poor road conditions there. Despite
GoSS offices and the presence of central state agents, Bazi is thus a very quiet

village with little activity. As the illustrations below will show, the importance
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of each checkpoint is different, which has an impact on the way authorities

GoSS agents. The activities of the local police were disconnected from Kaya's

perform power in and between the two checkpoints.

vibrant cross-border dynamic, including the economic opportunities. Seeing

Who Pulls the Rope at Checkpoint Kaya?

the GoSS police generate revenue to which they themselves did not have
access was frustrating.

central and local levels of government in vibrant Kaya. The seemingly inno-

Wanting to also benefit from the rope, the local police suggested to the
GoSS police operating the border that they could share in the responsibility
for looking after the rope and the checkpoint. The GoSS police officers never

cent action of lowering the rope was of symbolic importance; after all, it
allowed people in and out of the country. More importantly, it facilitated

reacted seriously to this request; they simply made clear to the local police
that opening the gate was a national responsibility beyond the task of local

a transaction between the traveler and the GoSS agent operating the rope.

police, which was to only take care of security in the boma. The rope, the

The transfer of a few Sudanese pounds (SDPs) was so institutionalized that
many drivers had their five-pound notes ready as they approached the rope.10
Debate occasionally arose about the exact amount or because a driver refused

GoSS police stated, was a national security concern and therefore not a local

This first illustration provides insight into the power dynamics between the

to pay. While it was common practice to pay, there were at the same time

"practical norms"11 to respect. For instance, certain people were not supposed
to pay because it might reflect badly on the GoSS. This was once the case

when I myself was crossing the border. The policeman responsible for the
rope asked the driver for money. The agent of the taxation department who
accompanied me quickly and discretely intervened and I was not made to pay.
It seemed that the policeman had violated unwritten and unspoken codes of
conduct about who to ask for money and who was exempt. The more general contentious question at this checkpoint was, however, not related to such
practical norms but to who was entitled to raise the rope in Kaya. In other
words, who was able to access the institutionalized revenues generated by
vehicles crossing the border?
The authorities in charge at the checkpoint's rope were the customs and
traffic police, which came under the central government: the GoSS Min-

istry of Interior's Inspector General for Police (IGP). They thus jointly shared
access to this important additional source of revenue. The local authorities
were the boma. (village) administrator-the boma. continues to be the smallest
administrative unit in South Sudan-and the local police. The chains ofcommand and the lines of responsibilities differed significantly between the local
boma police sent by the county, and the GoSS police that served in one of the

GoSS police departments such as immigration or traffic.12 Because of who
was pulling the rope, the local authorities instigated a discussion with their
GoSS counterparts in the traffic and customs police, who were responsible
for the rope.
The local authorities' office was situated next to the checkpoint; local
police were whiling away their days watching how their colleagues from
the GoSS received five-pound notes, thanks to the institutionalized practice

of doing so, and thus directing a continuous flow of resources toward the

responsibility. This was indeed true, yet the real issue at stake, namely access
to the revenue generated by the rope, was never discussed. Was it the sense
of responsibility that motivated the GoSS agents to claim this task or rather
their direct interest in the unofficial revenues related to the activity?
Clearly, the greatest source of frustration among the local police was

their lack of access to the resources that the border and the checkpoint
ofifered. Kaya offers numerous economic opportunities related to administrative actions, and the extent to which officials take the opportunity to benefit
from this varies between the type of office and the character of the individual.
It is indeed obvious that by and large the majority of those with the opportunity to access this sort of revenue belong to the GoSS authorities and not
to the local administration and police. According to the boma administrator,
the issue perfectly demonstrated the injustice embedded in the relationships

between the different levels of authority.13 In discussing the practice ofreceiving payments to cross the border, the administrator and other local authorities
never made any reference to the illegality of this practice.
The exclusive access to performing the practice relates to the other source
of frustration for the local authorities: the boma administration and local

police at times saw themselves as inferior to their fellow police officers representing the central government. Access to the revenues of the rope emphasized
that GoSS police agents have more powers. Yet what frustrated officers at the
local level was the lack of respect GoSS agents demonstrated toward them.
They felt subordinated and occasionally intimidated by the implied superiority ofGoSS agents, whose understanding of themselves and their role derived
from their guerrilla repertoire and their predominantly Nilotic background,
which they broadly associate with power. The unspoken imbalance of power
was not just based on formal tasks in the everyday performance of state powers but is negotiated through behavior, rank, uniform, language, and ethnic
identity. As a consequence, the local authorities clearly did not have the clout
to pull the right strings in Kaya. Yet, the competition for access to resources
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was neither confined to Kaya nor to competition between GoSS and local
authorities, but could also be observed among GoSS officials working in
different villages. One victim of such internal GoSS negotiations, occurring
while the system was being built up, was the checkpoint in neighboring Bazi,
which is our second case study.
Who Pulls the Rope at Checkpoint Bazi?
On August 31, 2009, the Chief of Customs in Bazi received a letter from
his colleague, the Chief of Customs in Kaya. The letter ordered the Chief of
Customs in Bazi "to only concentrate strictly on vehicles from DR Congo,
not the ones from Kaya" because "[o]n many occasions, travelers, goods and
vehicles are detained in your station for one reason or the other." The head
of the station in Bazi was therefore "ordered to stop this unnecessary checking at [his] station" or "the administration will take some tough measures

against you."15 The consequence of the letter was that the rope that marked
the Bazi checkpoint disappeared from the street. From one day to the next,

the central state agents in Bazi lost their locally negotiated extra fees for tasks
such as lowering the rope or payments for additional stamps on clearance
and immigration papers. The letter had an immediate impact on the local

dynamics in the village,16 but what happened provides particularly interesting
insight into state-building processes. It demonstrated negotiation practices in
decision-making and the impact of such decisions on institutions.
Who made the decision about the rope in Bazl? The Chief of Customs in
Kaya did not actually have the power to write such a letter and impose his
decision on his colleagues at the next border station. According to the County
Commissioner of Morobo County, he himself decided to close the checkpoint. Having taken office in January 2009, the commissioner of Morobo
County decided that the checkpoints in his county were to be removed. He
only had the powers to order his county police to take down their roadblocks;
the Bazi border checkpoint was beyond his power because it was managed by
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never mentioned that the County Commissioner had approached him. The

Chief of Customs judged the various GoSS agents in Bazi harshly: "Most
agents in Bazi are corrupt, not just the customs."17 He explained how he

used to receive up to 20 phone calls a day from drivers complaining about
the checkpoint in Bazi because customs there had refused to release vehicles

until traders had paid between SDP 20 and SDP 40. According to him, he
really needed to take measures against the practices at the checkpoint's rope
in Bazi. Whether it was the idea of the County Commissioner or the Chief of
Custom's influence that was more decisive in this matter depends on whom

you ask, but clearly both men contributed to the removal of the rope hanging
over the road in Bazi.

From a formal perspective, however, neither of the two men had the mandate to take such a decision. The County Commissioner knew he did not

have the powers, which is why he went to see the Chief of Customs in Kaya.
More interestingly, the Chief of Customs in Kaya had the same position as
the Chief of Customs in Bazi-on what basis could he impose an order on
the neighboring office? Formal procedures would not have allowed him to
act as he did, as closing down a checkpoint was the type of decision that only

the Director General of Customs in Juba could take. The actions of the Kaya
Chief of Customs were instead rooted in a different logic that provided three
reasons for his empowerment. First, Kaya was a much more important station than Bazi, based on its control of an economically much more lucrative
border crossing. Second, the two Chiefs of Customs held different ranks: the

Kaya Chief of Customs was a police colonel, while his counterpart in Bazi
only a lieutenant colonel. Nevertheless, they both headed a customs station
and technically therefore held the same position. One chief of station cannot

order an equal colleague to abandon an activity. Which makes the third reason arguably the most important: The different personal networks of the two

Chiefs of Customs, rooted in their personal trajectories during the war years,
made the crucial difference. The Chief of Customs in Kaya worked in the
SPLM/A procurement office in Mombasa, Kenya, while the Chief of Cus-

deconcenrrated GoSS institutions, such as the customs office. To ensure that

toms in Bazi served as a customs officer in northern Sudan during the war.

the checkpoint in Bazi would stop cross-checking the papers from Kaya and

The Kaya officer's rank of colonel was a remnant of the SPLM/A war while

only focus on vehicles from DR Congo, the commissioner went to talk to
the Chief of Customs in Kaya, knowing that the Chief of Customs in Kaya

vice. The Director General of Customs in Juba-a man with the SPLA rank

had the clout to take up the issue at the customs headquarters in Juba. A formal request by the County Commissioner would have been impossible from
an institutional perspective-he would have been seen as overstepping his
responsibility-but this indirect approach was successful.
In describing what happened to the rope in Bazi, the Chief of Customs in
Kaya claimed he could no longer allow the situation in Bazi to continue, but

of major general-endorsed the decision taken by his subordinate, possibly
because they shared an interest in sidelining the Bazi station. Yet the support also made clear where power was concentrated and who was pulling the
strings: networks of individuals with shared wartime experience.
Although the letter was only addressed to customs, it had a direct impact
on other agencies in Bazi by shaking up local dynamics. Customs officials lost

the officer in Bazi had obtained his rank while serving in Sudan's customs ser-
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their claim on the authority to run the checkpoint; this created a reshuffle of
power between the GoSS agencies in Bazl. Customs had previously been the
dominant agency with most stafiF members and authority to stop vehicles;
now the checkpoint's traffic police adopted the power to stop vehicles. Theoretically, the traffic police had always been the only agency with the right
to stop vehicles and to check papers and vehicle quality. Before the departure
of the rope, however, the traffic police were barely visible as authority clearly
rested with customs; as soon as the rope went traffic policemen started to stop
trucks and public buses.
Yet the shift from customs' authority to the traffic police was less straightforward than it seemed. Formally the checkpoint still existed and customs
were still in charge, but only for the DRC border. The previous practice
of cross-checking the procedures conducted in Kaya on the Ugandan border was banned, which used to be the bulk of the work and arguably the
more important source of additional revenue. After the rope was removed,
the authority of the GoSS agencies like customs and immigration had to be
exerted by different means, as people felt less pressure to stop without the
rope. When traffic police emerged more prominently to stop vehicles, immigration officers used this new practice to continue requesting papers from
the passengers. In theory, the immigration department, just like customs, was
after the letter only allowed to check passengers crossing the international
border with DRC. After all, the people coming from Uganda had already
been checked in Kaya. Yet the emerging performance of the traffic police
combined with the ignorance of many travelers allowed the immigration
department to still cross-check papers from Kaya. Some of the other agencies, for instance the State Revenue Authority and the Office for Commerce
and Industrial Supplies, ceased almost all their activities.

The letter also influenced the number of GoSS agencies operating at the
border: the road tolls office of the GoSS Ministry of Finance was closed
in the weeks after the rope was removed. The two state agents responsible
for the office in Bazi had lobbied at two different levels for the closure of

their office as they wanted to be transferred to Kaya. Initially they had discussed the impact of the removal of the rope with their boss, the Director
General for Taxation at the Ministry of Finance in Juba. More significant,
however, was their lobbying of the Chief of Customs in Kaya, who in turn
contacted the Director General of Taxation in Juba to ask if the two men

could transfer to Kaya. Kaya's Chief of Customs had no formal linkages with
the taxation department in Juba, especially not regarding the management of
human resources at the road toll offices. The same Director General ofTaxa-

tion explained to me that it was impossible to negotiate transfers or stations as
personnel decisions are done according to official procedures.18 Yet in reality
this example showed that some of it can be negotiated.
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Connections with and networks of powerful GoSS agents proved effective,

crosscutting the various departments and agencies. As a consequence of the
lobbying, the Bazi road toll office closed, also because after the rope had been
removed there was little work left. Yet crucially it was the linkages between the

people in the offices on the border and those in charge in Juba that resulted
in shifts in the institutional field and thus the appearance of the state. This is
much more significant than the practical impact, namely that the few vehicles
from Congo first have to travel to Kaya to pay a road toll.

Obviously, the customs office and other GoSS agents in Bazi objected to
the decision imposed on them and started to lobby for the rope to stay. They

went to the Morobo County Commissioner, voiced their objections to the
Chief of Customs in Kaya, and addressed the Deputy Director of Customs,
who came from Juba on a field visit. They also sent a copy of their letter to the

Director General of Customs in Juba. Since they could not mobilize support

with the argument their personal income had been reduced, they claimed the
rope had been indispensable for security purposes. According to the Chief of
Customs and other authorities in the village, the Ugandan rebel Lord's Resistance Army, which was moving in the area, was a threat, and there was also

the issue of the illegal trafficking of goods and mysterious products like mercury. A second claim that in their eyes necessitated the checkpoint was that it
had to remain open to keep an eye on the corrupt practices of customs officers in Kaya and Yei. The Bazi staff knew about the difference between real

and estimated value of goods and understood the deals that were being made

in Kaya,19 although the accusation of corruption would imply that the Bazi
officers benefitted from the same deals. Yet having spoken up about it, the
relatively unimportant custom station in Bazi had become a potential threat
to the network of customs stations linking Kaya to Yei and Juba. With the let-

ter, the Chief of Customs in Kaya was also removing a potentially disturbing
factor in the efficient chain of connected customs offices. Thus, despite the
lobbying efforts from Bazi, the rope was removed from the road on September 29, 2009, and officials stopped cross-checking the papers of vehicles from

Kaya four weeks after they first received the letter. The difference in handling
matters in Kaya and Bazi indicates that the effectiveness of the state, and the

possible claims to power and legitimate action are highly negotiable. Competing interests and indeterminacies in the organization were going to be vital,
as will be illustrated in the next section.

Indeterminacies and Invention

At all levels of government in southern Sudan-the GoSS, state, and local

government-the institutions had been subject to changes since the sign-

ing of the CPA, sometimes in their internal structure but also in transfers of
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tasks between central agencies or shifts between levels of government. One
of the drivers of these changes was the numerous stakes in the political-

signed by the Secretary of Finance of the New Sudan. The cohort of customs

administrative framework, as the example of the changes in Bazi illustrates.
Even in cases where authority structures seemed clear, locally negotiated
powers or even invented institutions had nonetheless an impact on the institutional landscape and the local force fields at the border. As one of the key
organizations operating at the border, the example of customs illustrates this.

dominated the checkpoints.

airport in Khartoum or in Port Sudan on the Red Sea. The first cohort valued

Customs and Clearance

the capacities of this group of officers because they were seen as competent
at their job. Yet those who had joined the guerrilla movement also regarded

The customs system in southern Sudan was an example of an institution that

officers that learned their profession under this SPLM/A New Sudan system
The second cohort included those customs officers who were working in

the north during the war. This group is important because they received training in the official customs system of Sudan and worked at places like the

those with northern experience with suspicion.24 After all, those in the north

had not fought in the war and had been part of the system of government

supposedly operated in a streamlined manner, but that in practice manifested

in the north, something that is quickly perceived as collaboration with the

numerous indeterminacies. Even to the people operating in it, the system

Khartoum government. Yet their knowledge of the system was appreciated,

and who was responsible for what was not entirely clear, besides the fact that
customs fell under the responsibility of the Government of National Unity

like the one at Bazi. In the important stations, however, an officer of the first

in Khartoum, and not the autonomous GoSS. Southern Sudan had a Direc-

group was usually the Chief of Station.

tor of Customs who was responsible for revenue collection in the south on

The last and least defined group of customs officers was generally referred
to as the ones who were recruited by Machar." They joined the customs

behalf of the Government of National Unity. Beyond this, however, there
was the more undefined reality of customs performance, accommodating different groups of customs officers and a range of practices and procedures
that varied according to the customs station. There were challenges related
to understanding the organization of the customs and challenges related to
the contents of the work. One of the causes for confusion could be found

in the three types of customs officers, each of whom represented a period in
the development of the customs system. The merging of these three loosely
defined systems formed the basis of the customs organization.
The first group used to operate in the system that was set up by the
SPLM/A in the 1990s, a task that was steered by a customs officer who had

been trained in the north and had joined the SPLM/A in the late 1980s.20
This person designed forms and procedures based on his experience in severa! customs stations in northern and southern Sudan and started training
officers in Kajo Keji. Due to developments in the war in the early 1990s,
initial progress was disrupted. When the SPLM/A had its secretariat in Yei
and customs activities resumed, they received support from the United States
Agency for International Development (USAID) to professionalize the system.21 In 1998 and 1999, the SPLM/A opened six customs offices along

the border.22 This first group of customs officers was thus mostly ex-SPLA,
who with their new duty simply took another position in the government.
In their eyes, there was no difference between working for the Government

of southern Sudan and being a soldier in a guerrilla movement.23 In 2009
these custom stations were still using the book of tariffs from 2000 that was

and some of them worked as deputy or in the less important customs stations

service during the CPA's Interim Period at a time when GoSS Vice Presi-

dent Riek Machar was briefly in charge of customs.25 The others regarded

this group with some suspicion, partly because they were new to the customs system and partly because Machar continues to be a controversial figure
in South Sudan today because of his role in the SPLM/A split in 1991,
Although the first group of officers was more outspoken about their background of having fought with the SPLA than the others, in everyday practice
all groups performed the same set of negotiable tasks. One of the reasons
for the negotiability could be found in the different periods in the institutional development of the organization over both time and space. These
waves of institutional development resulted in superimposed orders, which
were then merged into one institution that performed one of the key tasks of
the government at the border.

The built-in confusion also resurfaced in the everyday practice of the customs work. Within and among stations, there were discrepancies in the way
tasks were understood and performed. The same rules did not apply everywhere, and clearance agencies had room to negotiate a deal.26 One of the
characteristics of a good clearance agent is knowledge about which customs
officer to approach and where to go for specific products. In Jale, which is

another border checkpoint with Uganda, I once ran into a clearance agent

I knew from Kaya,27 who had come to clear two vehicles, a Humvee and

Toyota Land Cruiser. The Jale station had a more favorable way of calculating one specific tax compared to Kaya, and the agent knew this. In Jale, very
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few clearances were taking place due to its isolated position, and so agents
there were much more open to reaching a deal to their advantage using an
opportunity like these two cars.28 The trick was to work with the estimated

value of the goods that were being imported but also in the application ofcertain taxation rules. Once an agreement was reached, a good clearance agent
would discretely propose another value to be put on the final papers. The
three parties concerned-the customs officer, the trader, and the clearance
agent-shared the difference in the estimated value and the value taxed and

stated on the papers. The rules of the game in Jale differed from those in Kaya
because the specific context of the negotiation arena in the former created
more opportunities for all the parties involved.29
The close linkages between the clearance agents and the customs officers
and the symbiotic relationship between the two are summarized in the fol-

lowing quote from the letter of the Clearance Agencies Union in Kaya that
was addressed to the Chief of Customs:

We also think that even the customs operation should totally be investigated
because we think that no clearing agent can single handily [sic] release a vehicle
of goods without the involvement of a network within the custom system, most
blames are on the clearing agents and yet some custom officers and security
agents might be involved.30

This particular letter was written after one of the clearance agencies in Kaya
was accused of forging customs receipts, stamps, and even the signature of the
Chief of Customs. It was a reaction to this accusation, because the suspicion
of malpractice affected all the agencies, including those not committing any
crimes. The letter is interesting as it quite openly suggests practices ofcorruption and yet at the same time condemns one clearance agenq? for forgery. The
letter shows again that there are unwritten, unspoken codes of conduct that
should be respected in a context of mutual complicity. The practical norm
was to make deals when possible, but practices beyond the commonly shared
yet undefined boundaries of forgery were firmly rejected as wrong.
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the Criminal Investigation Department (CID) before being allowed to leave

the parking area. This was what the GoSS CID officer operating in Kaya
explained: "Of course I have to check all the vehicles, you never know if there
is something illegal being smuggled into the country."31 Military Intelligence
(MI) played a similar role.32 It was evident that vehicles in Kaya could not

be released without Mi's approval, although I did not observe this practice

m Bazi and Jale. The most efficient way to get a CID and MI stamp was
by again paying a small appreciation fee. Although these security offices do
not give receipts, which indicates the informal character of the fee, the pro-

cedure is part of the border formalities. A similar situation exists with regard
to vehicles imported into southern Sudan or trucks transporting goods. The

procedure seemed straightforward but in practice much could be negotiated

despite the fixed prices displayed on the office wall.
Issuing and checking the travel permits needed to enter southern Sudan

was the domain of the immigration department, which was another key
procedure performed at the border. Obtaining a travel permit, which in practice served as a visa for southern Sudan, was never very difficult. At first

sight, there also seemed to be little to negotiate as prices were fixed. Not
everyone traveling in and out of the country was a traveler, truck driver, or
NGO staff, however. In fact most people crossing the border did not have

such a travel permit issued by the GoSS. This was because they have family

on the Sudanese side of the border, they just wanted to stay for a few days, or
they were attending school in Uganda; in such cases a permit was simply too

expensive. In these situations a deal could be arranged on the spot. The immi-

gration office injaleused a semiofficial paper with a photocopied computer
printout with a heading of the GoSS Immigration Department of the Min-

istry of Interior. The sheet did not have a serial number and was photocopied

in a local shop in the Ugandan town Moyo across the border. SDP 5 or SDP
10 were the usual sums paid in these types of situations. As the GoSS-issued

travel permits leave few options for the immigration officers to negotiate,

their locally invented paper as a, as they phrased it, "means to facilitate the
people enabled them to negotiate with people crossing the border.
Once I observed a local trader negotiating with the immigration officer in

Invented Procedures

Jale. He had some family members from Uganda working in his shop for a

The customs and related agencies, such as the State Revenue Authority and
the Department for Commerce and Industrial Supplies, were not the only
ones involved in letting people, their vehicles, and goods in and out of
southern Sudan. Traffic and security-oriented agencies deserve some explanation because they were equally important for the smooth functioning of
this process. A compulsory step for each truck was to collect a stamp from

price of US$50 (or at the time SDP 150). Since this permit was for people
who were coming to work, he negotiated to pay SDP 40 per person instead

few weeks but did not want to pay for the official permit at the official fixed

of almost SDP 150 for the official version or the usual SDP io for a short-

term visit. The paper this immigration office used was perfectly valid in this
particular local force field. It had the official stamps and was guaranteed by all
the local immigration officers. Yet it would have been impossible to show it at
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any other immigration office. The immigration officers argued that they had
informed their department in Juba about the difficulties they were facing with
all the local people who wanted to cross the border. However, the ministry
was unaware of the local solution they had to the problem. When I asked how

they accounted for the substantial amounts of revenue they collected this way,
given the number of permits involved, the answer was short: "We use it for
stationery."33
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GoSS, which seemed to indicate the interest of individuals involved in the

Yei office. I knew the officer who unofiicially opened the Jale office but when
I asked him about it he simply confirmed that he was indeed the person who
went and had to return to Kaya after a few months.35 The Director ofTax-

ation in Juba also ignored my questions about the controversy and instead
explained how they had decided to open an office on the Ugandan border in

Kajo Keji County in Jale.36 The two never mentioned any issue or possible

side the invented procedures, there were examples of organizations that seem
official but in fact only exist because a few individuals with sufficient clout

murky involvement of the office in Yei. The indeterminacies in the system
allowed such things as the opening of the Jale office to happen, but also these
indeterminacies facilitated solutions. By the time I visited Jale, the taxation
department was up and running and the controversy nonexisting.
Another example of a semiofficial agency was the South Sudan Drivers'
Association. It was created with the aim of favoring southern Sudanese drivers
by finding work for them transporting new vehicles to destinations in southern Sudan. Most of these unregistered cars were brought from Mombasa by
Kenyan or Ugandan drivers. The importers of the vehicles had the choice of

claimed them to be compulsory and legitimate.

either paying a southern Sudanese driver from the association to drive the

The state agents and their organizations in the local force field thus deter-

mined rules and procedures that were designed to serve their personal and/or
collective interests. To the people, travelers, and clearance agents, this occa-

sionally led to frustration but it also opened up opportunities for those who
had the courage to engage in negotiations. Yet at the same time, the rules were
changing all the time, which made It difficult for citizens or traders to deal
with agents who continuously invented certain aspects of the rules. Along-

Invented Institutions

Institutions or branches of agencies were also being invented occasionally;
two are explained here. The first example is more of a rumor than a verifiable story but it deserves mention because it shows the thin line between
official and Rctional institutions. Apparently, the director of the Department
of Taxation of the GoSS Ministry of Finance in Juba decided that an office
had to be opened at the border in Jale, Kajo Keji. On his arrival, the officer
discovered that the Department of Taxation had already opened an office at
the checkpoint a few months earlier. Another young man who worked in the
same department turned out to be in charge of an office that formally did not

yet exist and that was to be established by the person coming from Juba.3
How was this possible?

It was suggested that the taxation department's office in Yei played a key
role in the confusion, although this is where the rumors started. The taxation
office in Yei was left over from the time when the New Sudan's Secretariat for

Finance operated from Yei. The taxation department in Juba tried to centralize the reporting of all the offices, but this office in Yei remained responsible
for the collection of taxes in Morobo, Yei, and Kajo Keji, which meant that
all the financial reports from the border checkpoints were sent to this office
before being transferred to Juba. It was said that they simply decided to open
an office in Jale without the approval of and without even informing the
headquarters in Juba. It was an invented institution under the flag of the

vehicle or, as compensation, to pay US$50 or US$100 per car, depending on
the nationality of the driver. The association had stamps, forms, and membership cards, in fact everything they needed to look official. Drivers who
wanted to become a member had to pay SDP 25 for an identity card. A few
young southern Sudanese were trying their best to represent the organization, and they had a container for an office in the Kaya parking area among
the clearance agencies. These agencies integrated the association and its taxes
into their clearance activities and started to pay the fees in Kaya. Although
180 drivers were members, they had never had a meeting or seen anything of
the funds collected.37 Despite their container and the 180 members, nothing
happened after the initiative was launched. The drivers explained they had
collected SDP 25,000 since they started in May 2009 but their bank account
only had SDP 3,000 in it. The rest had been "eaten" by the Association's
board. If the tax was not official and the drivers were not benefitting from the
organization, who was?

The answer was that three men who represented the board ran the association as a private business. All three were government officials working
in security (police and intelligence) and based in Yei. They had invented
a semioffidal organization that was collecting contributions on behalf of
southern Sudanese drivers with one prime objective; generating revenue for
themselves. They used the office car to drive up and down to Kaya. One of
the three had come up with the idea of the association and claimed that he

wanted to help the southern Sudanese drivers and regretted the way the situation had developed.38 The other two, both Dinka from Rumbek, never spoke
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about their association. One was a colonel in the police who used to be the

head of the county police in Yei. He was however relieved of duties pending a
court case after being charged with beating a man to death. The other was in
charge of the security agency's office covering Yei, Morobo, and Kajo Keji. He
could not read or write but had the rank of major and was a distant relative
of the President ofGoSS. To facilitate their private business, they made use
of the vehicle, the driver, and also the clout of their security office to keep the
association running. In short, they had managed to successfully build up an

agency that others in Kaya started to respect and pay. Locally, their fee had
officialized."

Invented Jobs
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few staff members were young men who were not formally enlisted as Public
Security staff They were performing tasks such as taking notes at invesrigations, checking vehicles, and other low-level assignments but without an

official position or salary. The customs and immigration department in Jale

had a similar policy of recruiting local stafF. The person in charge of the office

in Jale explained that they had 18 staff, five of whom were "local recruits.
These locally recruited staff received a low salary based on the revenues col-

lected through the locally negotiable immigration fees local visitors paid. The
proliferation of agents in double or semiofficial positions in which they performed a state function contributed to the "state effect"40 of the GoSS: the

mdeterminate performance of state powers at several levels of formality and
informality along the border had become the local state projecting on the
image of the central state in Juba.

A last element in the variety of indeterminacies are the tasks and positions
of some of the state agents working at the border. At times it was difficult to
understand which type of agent one dealt with because of confusing recruitment systems and the double functions of some agents. Some combined two

positions, others worked with fake identities, and some people worked unofficially for one of the security agencies. In Lasu, a little border village at the
border with DRC in Yei County, the CID officer also worked as the immi-

gration officer, meaning he was employed in two different departments in
the GoSS police service. The CID agent in Bazi was at the same time in
charge of road tolls, which belonged to the Ministry of Finance. This young
man's former SPLA commander was in charge of the CID office in Yei; the
commander had asked for the young man because he knew him to be a trustworthy person. The young man's primary function was as taxation officer for
the Ministry of Finance but he was serving in the CID as well. When the road
toll office was closed in Bazi in September 2009, the young man wanted to be
transferred to Kaya. He personally arranged a more junior man living in Bazi
to look after the CID tasks on his behalf. His junior colleague worked in Bazi,
while the taxation officer then operating in Kaya remained officially in charge
of the Bazi CID office and reported to his commander in Yei. If something
came up in his absence, the new junior man in Bazi could call him in Kaya.
The junior man who unofficially took over the Bazi CID job was also running
one of Bazi's local lodges on behalf of an important major general at Juba's
SPLA headquarters.39 At county level, there was a CID agent working with

the local police at boma. level who was doing his job under a false identity.
This young man managed to get the position by using the identity of a friend
so that he could work for the government.

In other agencies I also encountered confusion about tasks and who performed them. For example, in the Office of Public Security in Morobo, a

Concluding Remarks

This chapter has demonstrated the loosely defined and often negotiable com-

ponents of the institutional framework of the southern Sudanese state as
it was coming into being at the border after the signing of the CPA and

before independence. The majority of the state agents performing GoSS'
?^er. at checkpoints described in the chapter have a history in the

SPLM/A guerrilla army and therefore are connected to a network at the

central level of government in Juba to back and reinforce their authority.
As became clear from the two social situations described in the beginning
of this chapter, they are the ones who pull the ropes at the checkpoints.
This was shown literally in the competition over resources between GoSS

police and the local police, and symbolically in the case of Kayas Chief of

Customs, who decided to issue orders to his apparently equal-ranking colleague in Bazi. The majority of the people operating in this seemingly loosely
defined system of institutional multiplicity know how to walk the thin line

between hierarchical loyalty and de facto discretionary power. Rank and personal connections to the center of power embodied by the GoSS were key
assets to asserting legitimate claims in a localized force field such as Kaya.

It is partly thanks to the indeterminacies at the border and partly because

of the transitional nature of the GoSS that the entrepreneurial state agent

at the border could maintain a situation in which rent-seeking tendencies

flourished, resonating with the SPLM/A's dominant practices during the war
years.

The context of institutional multiplicity, numerous indeterminacies, and

invented procedures characterize state performance. As the product of practices that signify state structures, state performance shapes the image the state
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projects through its agents and thus has an impact on what Mitchell calls "the

structural effect" of the state.41 Possible divergences from the "official" institutional setup of state powers are irrelevant at the local level because what
is convincingly performed is in turn accepted as the "official" state. During
the war, it was the SPLM/A steering the performance of these agents, but in
the Interim Period of the CPA, it was the GoSS. The effect produced was
not necessarily very different, yet the position of many of the state agents
performing these powers had shifted from a rebel in a guerrilla movement
to an agent representing the Government of southern Sudan. During the
Interim Period there was room to maneuver, adjust, and adapt to local circumstances and specific situations-just as had been the case before the CPA.
The indeterminacies in the setup, both locally and centrally, create a space in
which agents perform their powers based on an amalgamation of locally established practical norms, directives from Juba with large discretionary powers,
and negotiated relations with other agencies. When South Sudan became
independent, the status of the state agents was again upgraded once again
to now representing a sovereign country. For the years to come, however, the
everyday logic that locally drives their claim on sovereign authority is likely
to continue to be negotiated in a similar manner as during the Interim Period
and even before the CPA.
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Introduction

This chapter explores emerging complexes of power and accumulation as well
as manifestations of state-making in the South Sudan-Kenyan border area.
Moving away from a focus on the nation-state as the privileged frame for
analysis of scale and agency, the chapter's specific entry point is that of the

postwar livelihoods of town residents, who settled in this area during the
second civil war or after the signing of the Comprehensive Peace Agreement

(CPA). The chapter looks at how they have built a livelihood within urban
perimeters in a weakly regulated government context and investigates more
specifically the reasons behind the differential success of one particular crossborder business network.

Two broad perspectives open up in this respect. The chapter first looks

backward to the period of civil war in order to analyze how the pattern of
unequal success and wealth distribution came about and to assess the impact

of past capital accumulation on doing business today. Thereafter, it looks
beyond the border to also include the transnational dimensions of the suc-

cessful business network and to highlight the renewed interest of both South
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